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There is so much to do, see, eat and SHOP in Bangkok - but knowing where to go (and where NOT) makes all
the difference. As a Bangkok resident and fashion lover I am happy to share my insider spots with you in this
guide.
Put on a pair of comfy shoes and enjoy the ride!

1. Siam Square
Siam Square is an area that most visitors overlook, as it lies in the shade of one of Bangkok’s biggest mall Siam
Paragon. It consists of two small locally-flavored malls (Siam Center One and Siam Square One) and several
streets with quirky small shops. If you’re into independent labels, don’t miss out on this area!

My favorite shops here (all located in Siam Square Soi 2 - you can also look for the name in Google Maps):







Dancing Riot
Everyday Apparels
Mos Stories
SOS Sense of Style
Hamburger Studio
Daddy and the Muscle Academy

You’ll find loads of small shops and stalls in this area, and you’re likely be in the company of many fashionable
Thai teens whose university is a block away.
Start with a coffee boost at: Jardin de la Boutique (Siam Square One), After You
To keep you going grab a bite at: Ohkajhu Organic, Baan Khun Mae
How to reach: BTS Skytrain stop Siam
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2. Chatuchak Market
If you’re in Bangkok during a weekend, you can’t miss out on its biggest market called Chatuchak.
You’ll find literally everything here - from clothing to accessories, shoes, home deco and art, plants and pets.
Each category can be found in specific sections which is helpful to navigate. Pick up a map at the info kiosk at
the main entrance or download it here: http://www.chatuchak.org/map/chattuchakmap.jpg

If you’re fashion focused, head to Sections 2 and 3 which have some great independent labels worth checking
out. My favorite little alley is section 3 soi 44/2, where you have cute clothing shops, original jewelry and a
coffee bar to get your shot of caffeine (or to park your boyfriend). Walk around there and have a look at some
of the neighbouring alleys too.
Read my full blogpost on Chatuchak market here:
https://www.treasurista.com/2018/08/15/my-secret-shopping-spot-at-bangkoks-chatuchak-market/
Start with a coffee boost at: section 3 soi 44/2
To keep you going grab a bite at: everywhere on the market! Try the coconut ice cream at one of the
many stalls.
How to reach: BTS Skytrain stop Mo Chit or MRT stop Chatuchak Park
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3. Thong Lor
Thong Lor is an area in Bangkok around Sukhumvit Soi 55, most know for its abundance of up-class
restaurants and bars. But also fashion and crafts lovers will feel at home here!
There are a couple of quirky vintage shops worth a visit:
 Thong Lor Art Village (Soi Sukhumvit 55)
 Eco Ring (Soi Sukhumvit 55)
 (Un)Fashion (Ekkamai Soi 10)

Next to that there are some great little shops with natural products, organic clothing and crafts:
 Atelier 49 (21/10 Sukhumvit Soi 49)
 Sop Moei Arts (Sukhumvit Soi 49/9)
 Naenna Studio (Sukhumvit Soi 49/9)
 Cone number 9 (Soi Napha Sap, Soi Sukhumvit 36)
 Paya (203 Soi Thong Lor 10)

Start with a coffee boost at: D’Ark Coffee, The Commons
To keep you going grab a bite at: The Commons, Hummus Boutique
Celebrate your finds with a drink at: Octave, Backstage Cocktail Bar, Iron Balls
How to reach: BTS Skytrain stop Thong Lor / Ekkamai
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4. Ari
This area south of Chatuchak may be a little far out if your time in Bangkok is limited, but it’s definitely worth
a spot in my list of hidden shopping gems. As it’s further away from Bangkok’s central areas, it’s less crowded
and has a more local feel.
My favorite shops here:
 Mo. (196/5 Soi Pradipat)
 Gloc (Khwaeng Samsen Nai)
 Rainlove (1253 Phaholyothin 7)

There are also many funky coffee houses, bars and restaurants to catch your breath.
Start with a coffee boost at: KAI Coffee, Kidmai, Dice!, Common Room x Ari, Sutdrip
To keep you going grab a bite at: Goodcery Cafe, Dice!, Lay Lao, Bush by Paper Butter
Celebrate your finds with a drink at: Salt, Aree, O’Glee
How to reach: BTS Skytrain stop Ari
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5. Bangkok malls
Personally I’m more into small independent shops than big malls, but there’s no denying that the latter
provide convenient (air conditioned!) shopping.
Bangkok has MANY malls - which ones to pick if you’re looking for something original? Here are my favorite
spots:

 Siam Center: check out the Fashion Visionary section (first floor) which holds several upcoming Thai
labels.
 Siam Discovery: head to Ecotopia (fourth floor) which gathers several sustainable Thai brands.
 Siam Paragon: Exotique Thai (fourth floor) has a range of Thai clothing brands (Qoya is one of my
favorites) and souvenirs.
 Central Embassy: next to big international labels this mall hosts several pop-ups of small Thai brands. On
the third floor you’ll find Taktai, a sustainable Thai brand with bamboo clothing and accessories. On the
fourth floor you’ll find Nara with beautiful dresses and urban chic pieces.
 Platinum Mall: if you’re on a budget and don’t mind a little chaos, this is your go-to mall. It’s packed with
small fashion shops in any style you can imagine.
How to reach: BTS Skytrain stop Siam / Ploenchit (for Central Embassy)

Read my full blogpost on Bangkok’s shopping secrets here:
https://www.treasurista.com/2018/08/28/my-5-ultimate-shopping-spots-in-bangkok/
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